NASA Parts Project Office: Basic goals by Plante, Jeannette







1. Determine Standard Parts
o Route Information Through the






3. Availability of Manufacturers
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https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=19940024200 2020-06-16T15:22:03+00:00Z
Standard Wire in MIL-STD-975
MIL- W-22759 Fluoropolymer
MIL-W-81381 Polyimide
MIL- W- 16878 Fluoropolymer (non- QPL)




What Is Space Grade? or
What Is Grade 1 and Grade 2?
- Outgassmg - Flammability
- Toxicity - Odor
- Atomic Oxygen - Toxicity
- Are Tracking - Cold Flow
Center Specific and Application Specific
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N PPO NASA Advisories
NAS Database










Past and Present Wire Issues
- Red Plague
- Circular Mil Area
- Flammability of ETFE and XL-ETFE
- Degree of Crosslinking
- Conductor Plating
- Arc Tracking - Hybrid Wire
- Derating
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